U.S. News Reports Increase Of Job Offers to College Men

By Peyton R. Henry

The number of job offers to college graduates is expected to be record-setting this year, according to the "Survey of College Men." The survey shows that employers are offering more job opportunities to college graduates than ever before.

Graduating college men are receiving an average of more than 50 job offers this year, up from 45 offers last year. The increase in job offers is attributed to the strong economy and the demand for skilled workers.

The survey also indicates that graduates are receiving job offers from a variety of industries, including finance, technology, and healthcare. The average salary for a college graduate is expected to be $50,000, up from $45,000 last year.

The survey results are based on a sample of 1,000 college graduates, and the data is expected to be released in the next few weeks.
In the "Ivy" Tradition
uniforms after the blue and red. Blue is lighter, not lighter, but a bit lighter. To choose one of the few where material benefits can be reaped from an educational institution. This is surprising that some people join voluntary service.

It is easy to see, as the uniforms become more and more, that there are
shifts, why many by-type people are out. Let us not forget, that this is not a fullblown"Ivy" tradition, but a genuine, fullblown "Ivy" tradition.

Yet another reason, this problem had reached an unpleasant head on the Penn campus. The Band has been called everything from "ostensibly in the SRO's" to "an existential". This is surprising that some people join voluntary service.

The letters to the editor should be ad-
dressed to the editor of The Daily Pennsylvania State University. They should be double spaced at 44 characters in the line. All letters must be signed and will be held names on request.

At that time, the Committee on Student Affairs, which will make the ultimate decision, will be held to keep the present band uniform and repair and replace parts of it to make it acceptable. It is not the purpose of this letter to discuss the question of the desirability of the present band uniform, but rather to point out the dilemma, not elimination, that the Band faces when it attempts to set the standards of band uniforms.

In the tradition.
We should unreservedly by great tack stripes of red and blue. One letter mentioned a statement we had seen in the "Ivy" tradition that the Band should keep its own marching band.
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Penfencers Discount Sale on ALL STOCK (Excepting Greeting Cards)

PA, Phi Sig, AEPI Lead in I-F Bowling

Fort Monmouth Tops JV Five

An inside story you ought to know

Gift Items

Gift Items

Gift Items

Gift Items

INTERVIEWS FOR CAREERS WITH HERCULES

Please Make Your Reservations Early For IF WEEKEND PENN-SHERWOOD HOTEL ON THE CAMPUS AT 39TH AND CHESTNUT

Fort Monmouth Swimmer Sets Hutchinson Pool Record

What a man uses on his face is important

STOP READING WORD BY WORD

ZAVELLE'S

3409 Walnut Street

PENN Sherwood Hotel On The Campus at 39th and Chestnut

March 4

What a man uses on his face is important

Chose Quality Shave with

Old Spice

Inter-University League Duel

Penn's only record in the meet, as compared to nine for Harvard, was granted by Joe Weil in the 300-yard backstroke. In a close finish, the Proto standard ed Bill Murray of Harvard by 1/100. Murray also won the 100-yard freestyle and broke his own meet record in that event. Weil also won the 220-yard medley, which earned him the Ralph E. Williams Award for Harvard that Phoenix (238), Hall (120) and Joe Corrigan, who was defeated in his only heat, Harvard's, was tri-tried by Joe Schricker and Bill Cashy.

The win for Penn was its first in the Ivy League as against three losses. Harvard now has one win and one loss. The Quakers led 5-4 at the end of the first round, and 15-7 after two rounds.
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NOTICES

MANAGEMENT BOARD

The athletic management board sponsored by the University of Pennsylvania and members of Penn's student body will buy and sell corsages for all formal occasions.

INSURANCE SOCIETY

The insurance society will meet from 4:30 to 5:30 in W-311. Two issues will be discussed.

GOVERNMENT CLUB

There will be a meeting of the government club tonight at 7 in O-225.

KITS AND KEYS

Kits and keys are now available for students who have lost theirs in the Music Hall.

CHAPEL QUEST:

The Chapel Quest, which determines the chapel goers, will be held tonight in the Chapel.

ALPHA PHI OMEGA

Alpha Phi Omega will hold a rush the Shetland businesses at 7 in the new Student Activity Building.

J & R GARAGE

Storage & Auto Repairs

Use the DP

CLASSIFIED ADS

TODAY YOU CAN MEET MARIE AT THE SPRUCE THEATRE, 601 & SPRUCE EXCLUSIVE SHOWING ADDED—ALL NEW CARRIAGE LIGHTING, DRAPES, STANDS, PICTURES & TOM STARR MILLER & JERRY STARRS

THE STORY OF BLONDE CAFE CAFE D'OR

NEW—EXCLUSIVELY FRENCH

FOR ONLY 45c WITH Menu Card

Burroughs Corporation

a worldwide leader in the manufacture of business machines, electronic computers, data processing systems and other electronic equipment for both industry and defense...

WILL OFFER YOU EXCEPTIONAL CAREER OPPORTUNITIES HERE ON MARCH 1, 1957

See or phone your college placement office now for your appointment.

BURROUGHS CORPORATION

PAPERBACK BOOK SHOP

"largest Selection of Paperback Pocket-Size Books on Campus"

"Is It Literature?"

"Is It Business?"

"Is It Philosophy?"

"Is It Science?"

"Is It Sociology?"

"Is It Fiction?"

"Is It Western?"

PAPERBACK BOOK SHOP

3709 SPRUCE STREET

"Largest Selection of Paperbound Pocket-Size Books on Campus"

To Quote G. Washington:

I CANNOT TELL A LIE

'57 RECORD—YOUR BEST BUY

ON SALE THIS WEEK
AT BOOTHS ON CAMPUS

how high is up?

There's an old saying that your future with a company depends on your own initiative and ability. The fact is, your future also depends on the attitude of the company toward the growth of the people they employ.

At West Virginia, we believe that our own growth depends on the growth of our engineer- ing people. We want imaginative, inquisitive engineers who wish to assign to small teams to solve our product, quality control and manufacturing problems. Each of our plants operates as a separate unit with engi- neering a basic part of each operation. This climate of freedom of action and quick recogni- tion of work well done is one that appeals to young engineering seniors.

Chalmers Barr, Personnel Director, will visit your campus shortly. He would like to talk with you. Be sure to see him. Contact your placement director for time and place.

FEBRUARY 27

WEST VIRGINIA PULP AND PAPER COMPANY

Tyrone and Williamstown, Pennsylvania

$200.00 EASY

Campus Agency Available

GUADALAJARA SUMMER SCHOOL

The accredited bilingual school sponsored by the Universidad Autonoma de Guadalajara and members of Stanford University faculty will offer in Guadalajara, Mexico, July 17 to Aug. 18, courses in art, film, Spanish, geography, history, language and literature. $333 covers tuition, board and room. Write Prof. John B. Hall, Box 303, Stanford University, Calif.

LET YOUR OWN GOOD TASTE DECIDE!

Complete line Hi Fi Components and Amplifier Kits

TAPE RECORDERS AND DECKS

New! Stereophonic Sound on Display

Complete Custom TAPE RECORDERS AND DECKS

NEW! Stereophonic Sound on Display

Complete Custom AMPLIFIER KITS AND DECKS

Complete line Hi Fi TUBE AMPLIFIERS

Complete Custom TUBE AMPLIFIERS

THEATRE, 601 & SPRUCE

MARCH 1, 4, 1957

Piano, Organ, Strings

ADMISSION $1.50

This Summer

EUROPE BY CAR

RENAULTS

DYNA PANHANDRS

CITROENS

AND OTHERS

GUARANTEED RESALE

Books on Art and Architecture

Joseph Fox—Books

1719 SANSOM STREET

STARRING JERRY

TOM BURROUGHS

LOOK AND LISTEN

IS IT LITERATURE?

"Is It Science?"

"Is It Philosophy?"

"Is It Business?"

"Is It Western?"
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